SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES

ISSPP 2021

2ND Congress of the International Society for the Study of Pleura and Peritoneum
Dear Company,

On behalf of the International Society for the Study of Pleura and Peritoneum (ISSPP), I’m inviting you to join the 2nd ISSPP congress that will be held in Rome on the 7-8th October 2021.

The ISSPP 2021 will focus on pathology, diagnostic and treatment modalities of malignant peritoneal and pleural diseases. Two days of lectures, debates and symposia will transversely reach around 250 attendees among medical oncologists, peritoneal and thoracic surgeons, gynecologists, pathologists, radiologists, and other specialists. Indications, clinical evidence, trial results on the most advanced locoregional and systemic chemotherapy for upper-GI, colorectal, and ovarian cancer peritoneal metastases will be discussed with the world’s leading experts. The outcomes from the latest trials and future perspective on PIPAC will be debated. Furthermore, cytoreductive surgery and HIPEC pros and cons for abdominal malignancies and present HITOC indications for pleural diseases will be reviewed. New agents and vehicles for intraperitoneal chemotherapy and recent results of systemic immunotherapy for mesothelioma and metastatic colorectal cancer will be presented. The conference will also cover cachexia, nutritional aspects, and best-supporting care for patients affected by peritoneal metastasis will take place.

We are planning a hybrid congress consisting of both an on-site meeting and a virtual one despite, depending on COVID-19 evolution, the event may go full virtual. Besides the in-presence event at the Auditorium of the Catholic University of the Sacred Heart of Rome, the event will be completely accessible from a dedicated web platform providing a virtual exhibit hall, sponsored educational sessions and virtual networking opportunities.

I hope your company would consider participating in the ISSPP 2021, a world-wide experts meeting with the latest novelties on therapy for peritoneal and pleural metastasis and a great chance for new collaborations.

Andrea Di Giorgio    Fabio Pacelli
Division of Peritoneum and Retroperitoneum

Giuseppe Vizzielli    Giovanni Scambia
Division of Gynecologic Oncology
The following sponsorship proposals have been thought to provide the company with the largest visibility through virtual opportunities, both in case of hybrid and total virtual event. In the hybrid event an on site exhibition booth space will be freely provided in the Auditorium hall. The planimetry of the exhibition area will be provided to PLATINUM, GOLD and SILVER sponsor with respective priority of choice.

**PLATINUM Sponsor**

- Logo on brochure with acknowledgement as PLATINUM partner
- Logo on the event dedicated website with acknowledgement as PLATINUM partner
- **Insertion of sponsor logo in main position in the dedicated banner in the main lobby (maximum 6 sponsors)**
- Insertion of logo in Exhibition hall and Sponsor Gallery, linkable to private stand
- PDF material insertion in the virtual Attendee Bag
- Virtual Roll Up (video in continuous rotation containing the virtual Roll up that displays the graphics, provided by the sponsor) in the Auditorium during breaks
- **Virtual Stand FIREWORK in the Exhibition Hall**
- **6 accesses to exhibition registration**
- Symposium or advertising video during break (10 minutes)

10.000 €+ VAT

On site exhibition booth space 3x2mt in the Auditorium hall, positions 23-24-17-18-19
(see Auditorium Planimetry)

**GOLD Sponsor**

- Logo on brochure with acknowledgement as GOLD partner
- Logo on the event dedicated website with acknowledgement as GOLD partner
- **Insertion of sponsor logo in the dedicated banner in the main lobby (maximum 6 sponsors)**
- Insertion of logo in Exhibition hall and Sponsor Gallery, linkable to private stand
- PDF material insertion in the virtual Attendee Bag
- Virtual Roll Up (video in continuous rotation containing the virtual Roll up that displays the graphics, provided by the sponsor) in the Auditorium during breaks
- **Virtual Stand SPARK in the Exhibition Hall**
- **4 accesses to exhibition registration**

6.000 €+ VAT

On site exhibition booth space 3x2mt in the Auditorium hall, positions 20-21-16-15-14-27-28 (see Auditorium Planimetry)
### SILVER Sponsor

- Logo on brochure with acknowledgement as SILVER partner
- Logo on the event dedicated website with acknowledgement as SILVER partner
- **Insertion of logo in Sponsor Gallery, linkable to private stand**
- Virtual Roll Up (video in continuous rotation containing the virtual Roll up that displays the graphics, provided by the sponsor) in the Auditorium during breaks
- **Virtual Stand GLOW** in the Exhibition Hall
- 3 accesses to exhibition registration

4,000 € + VAT

On site exhibition booth space 3x2mt in the Auditorium hall, in positions 2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9-10-11-12-13 (see Auditorium Planimetry)

### OTHER Sponsor

- Logo on brochure
- Logo on the event dedicated website
- **Insertion of logo in Sponsor Gallery**
- Virtual Roll Up (video in continuous rotation containing the virtual Roll up that displays the graphics, provided by the sponsor) in the Auditorium during breaks

€ 3,000,00 + VAT

### Other sponsorship opportunities

*The organizing secretariat is at your disposal to discuss:*

- **Reduced Group Registration fees (minimum 10 delegates)**
- **Exclusive sponsorship opportunities as sponsored satellite meetings, in addition to PLATINUM, GOLD and SILVER packages.**
VIRTUAL STAND DESCRIPTION

Virtual Stand Firework

STAND LOCATION: SPONSOR GALLERY
● Dedicated web page with White-labeled stand to be customized with logo and other graphic material
● Audio podcast up to 3 minutes long (to welcome the customer, explanation of the interactive possibilities of the stand and more)
  ○ Extra Service (optional): insertion of the podcast text narration in different languages (English, French, German and Spanish)
● Public chat room on a page dedicated to the sponsor
● One to one private chat room
● Virtual Brochure
● 2 Virtual business cards
● 2 Video On Demand
  ○ Extra Service (optional): Contact Form creation directly on the video player that can be connected to the following email marketing services: Mailchimp, Hubspot, Constant Contact, Campaign Monitor, Keap.
  ○ Extra Service (optional) Interactive Linked Logo or the insertion of the sponsor’s logo at the end of the video which, once clicked, leads to the sponsor’s website.
● Meeting Room for up to 25 participants with video and audio

The activation of extra services involves an additional cost not calculated in this offer.

Virtual Stand Spark

STAND LOCATION: SPONSOR GALLERY
● Dedicated web page with White-labeled stand to be customized with logo and other graphic material
● Audio podcast up to 3 minutes long (to welcome the customer, explanation of the interactive possibilities of the stand and more)
  ○ Extra Service (optional): insertion of the podcast text narration in different languages (English, French, German and Spanish)
● Public chat room on a page dedicated to the sponsor
● Virtual Brochure
● 2 Virtual business cards
● 1 Video On Demand
  ○ Extra Service (optional): Contact Form creation directly on the video player that can be connected to the following email marketing services: Mailchimp, Hubspot, Constant Contact, Campaign Monitor, Keap.
  ○ Extra Service (optional) Interactive Linked Logo or the insertion of the sponsor's logo at the end of the video which, once clicked, leads to the sponsor's website.

The activation of extra services involves an additional cost not calculated in this offer.
Virtual Stand Glow

STAND LOCATION: SPONSOR GALLERY
- Dedicated web page with White-labeled stand to be customized with logo and other graphic material
- Audio Podcast up to 3 minutes long (to welcome the customer, explanation of the interactive possibilities of the stand and more)
  - Extra Service (optional): insertion of the narration of the podcast text in different languages (English, French, German and Spanish)
- Public chat room on a page dedicated to the sponsor
- 2 Virtual business cards

*The activation of extra services involves an additional cost not calculated in this offer.*

AUDITORIUM PLANIMETRY
CONTACTS

For more information please get in contact with the

ORGANIZING SECRETARIAT

Molipharma srl
info@molipharma.com
Tel. + 39 06.30156014